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ABSTRACT
Research assumptions and procedures of two studies of
interlanguage (IL) phonology are examined and criticized. In both
studies, syllable structure is used as a primary variable, but
opposing claims are made about "open" and "closed" IL syllable
structure preference. It is argues that: (1) neither IL study
considers sufficiently the phonetic structure of the native language
and target language: and (2) that syllable structure analyses based
on broad categories such as "open" and "closed" are inadequately
equipped for instghtful IL investigation. It is recommended that in
future research, less emphasis be placed on verification of second
language learning processes and constraints and more emphasis be
placed on reexamining, identifying, and describing the native,
target, and interlanguage structures that previous researchers have
assumed to be implicated in those processes and constraints. A brief
bibliography is included. (Author/MSE)
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SYLLAILE STRUCTURE AND INTERLANGUACE PENOLOGY

Tim Riney
Abstract: This paper examines several research
assumptions and procedures of two recent studies of
interlangnage (IL) phonology that use 'syllable
structure as a primary variable, bat make opposing
claims about 'open' and 'closed' IL syllable structure
preference.
It Is argued that (1) neither IL study
sufficiently considers the phonetic stricture of the
native languages (Li) amd target languages (TL), and
that (2) syllable structure analyses based on broad
categories such as 'open' and 'closed' aro
inadequately equipped for insightful IL investigation.

The two interlanguage studies to be esamined here have
appeared in Interlantuase Phonology: Up Acosisition of a Second
Language Spend System which, according to editors loop and
Weinberger, reflects 'a resurgence of interest in the phonological
aspects of EA research' (1981:21). In their Introduction to the
volume, Ioup and Itinberger state that 'what remains to be made
precise In IL phonological research Is exactly which developmental
processes occur in L2 phonology and why is specific cases transfer
is preferred to a Li learner's simplification strategy'
(19ST:xiii).
The first study to be examined is Taremo's 'Sone Influeaces
Tame
on the Syllable Stricture of Interlanguage !homology.'
points out four areas where research in IL phonology is needed:
(1) creation of a large data base, (2) investigation of the causes
of phonological fossilization, (3) investigation of the processes
shaping IL phonology, and (4) investigation of the variability aod
instability in IL phonology.
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I interpret areas (I) and (4) to involve the gathering asd
interpreting the structure of the data, and areas (2) and (3) to
involve how that structure is formed or remains formed
(fossilised). If processes are to be identified on the basis of
whtch products or structures they create, then it follows that
those structures must first be clearly identified. Addressing
areas (1) and (4) is, therefore, prerequisite to addressing areas
(2) and (3). One problem involved In addressing areas (1) and
(4), however, is that researchers mast somehow tabulate the data
of the Ll, IL, and TL with phonetic categories that can be used to
make significant generalizations about IL phonology. It is with
this problem in mind that I will now turn to the project of
Tarone.
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Tarone describes her project as 'a pilot study' that focuses
on IL syllable structure 'In an atteupt to determine bon it
differs from the syllable structure of the TL, and that 'begins
to identify some of the processes which may shape that IL syllable
structure.' (leap and Weinberger 1987:235)
Tarene studies the
lies of two Weems, two Cantomese, aad two Brazilians who are
acquiring English. She does sot mention subjects' ages at the
time of the data collectiou or at the time of their arrival in the
L2 environment. Sbe proposes to investigate evidence of language
transfer, reactvatien of first langaage acquisition processes,
and universal processes.
Tarone assumes that Cantonese and Brazilian Portuguese are
:both 'open syllable' or 'CT' languages that share a large
proportion of identical segment sequences with English, and that
syllable structure errors in English made by speakers of these Lis
wield be difficult to attribute to anything other than transfer.
She also assumes that Korean, on the other hand, is a 'closed
syllable language' and, consequently, would provide a good test
Mer
case for demonstrating syllable structure preference.
reasoning Is that If speakers of a 'closed syllable Li' produce an
'open syllable IL' for a 'closed syllable T4' then they would be
demonstrating a 'universal preference' for open syllables.

Given her assumptions about open and closed Ll and L2
syllable structures, Tarone uses her findings to support ber claim
that there exists a universal open syllable preference, a claim
that I intuitively agree with on the basis f a large number of
informal observations 'objects involving a wide variety of LI and
In the way of improving future IL research design,
1,2 groups.
however, I would like to make several observations about Ttrone's
study.
Tarone's Interpretation of the LI and L2 structures; For
ber project, Tarone uses Korean as an example of a
'closed-syllable language' -- although she acknowledges that it Is
generally considered to be an 'open' syllable language. In fact,
In Korean, only seven Utcons) segments may be pronounced in coda
final position (Encycloeedia liritannica 1001, s.v. Korean
language) as opposed to 20 or more which may occur in the sailor
dialects of English. Although Tarone calls her study a 'pilot
loup and
study,' and seems to qualify her assemptions
Weinberger 1017:241), Sato interprets Timone to have reported
'clear evidence' (loop and Weinberger 19111:250, and discus:113d
below) of open syllable preference.
In describing the LI and the L2, Tarone follows the
convention of defining 'open' and 'closed' syllable structure only
'According to Tarone, 'Cantonese and
in terms of-l+/-consl.
Portuguese are both considered to be more or less open-syllable
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languages' with 'most syllables beim of a consonant-vowel, or CV,
variety; amid Korean 'Is also considered to be primarily as
open-syllable language.'
According to Tarim, however, Korean
'contaiss a much mere complicated syllable structure, especially
in its flail consonant structure, than either Cantonese or
Portuguese,' and a comparison of Korean and English 'shows Bach
more similarity of syllable structure' (loop and Weinberger
On the basis of this 'similarity' between Korean and
11181:237).
English, Tarone assigns Korean to the role of being the 'closed
syllable' language In her study.

Tame describes her interpretation of subJects' errors as
'In *any cases it was hard to tell whether an error was
follows:
the result of language transfer or not' and 'whenever there was
any doubt in the investIgater's mind about the origins of any
particular error, that error was classified as langsage transfer
rather than 'non-transfee(Ioup and Welaberger 1181:240). She
then interprets the maJority of errors in syllable structure nada
by the subjects to be due to the influence of language transfer.
Tarone concludes that 'the dominant process influencing the
syllable structure of the interlanguage phonology appeared to be
language transfer' and that 'a preference tor the open (CV)
syllable seemed to operate as a process independent of language
transfer in influencing the syllable structure of the
interlanguage phonology' (leap and Weinberger 1181:243).

Tarone's interpretation of the IL structures: Tarone
describes her interpretation and quantification of the IL
structsres as follows:
The score noted the number of errors in syllable
structure made by each subject. An error in syllable
structure was categorised as (1) epenthemis, (2)
consonant deletion, and (3) insertion et glottal
stops. The score did not include the substitution of
one C for another CI or of one V for another V, since
such substitutions do not substantially alter the
(leap and Weinberger 1987:238)
syllable structure.

Tarone 's analysis appears.to interpret the data only in
categories of 'Cs' and 'Vs where each segment Is counted as
either present or absent as a 'C' or 'V'. Phonemic identity and
phonetic features are ignored. This type of analysis ignores to
what extent English segments may be said to be equivalent to
Wean Segments, although major differences exist. Korean, for
example, kas three sets of stops -- fortis aspirated, fortis
onaspirated, and lenis (Ladefoged 1971).
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The other study to be examined hero la Sato's 'Phonological
Processes in SLA: Another Look at IL Syllable Stricture.' In a
longitudinal study, Sato describes two Vietnamese boys' (10 and 12
years old) acquisition of English initial and iciest clusters.
Sato sunnarizes her project and findings as follows:
Longitudinal data fren tee Vietnamese learners of
English were examined in this study to provide
insights into IL syllable structure. As in previous
research by Throne (10110:148), first langaage emerged
as 'the dominant process influencing syllable.
structure in interlangnage phonology.' Specifically
the present study showed that LI tramsfer is reflected
in Vietnamese English IL as (1) a preference for the.
closed syllable in the modification of English
syllable-final CCI; (2) greater difficulty In the
production of final than initial clusters; and (3)
negligible use of spenthesis as a syllable
modification strategy. These results were interpreted
as evidence against the hypothesized universal
preference for the CV syllable and the hypothesized
prevalence of epenthesis as a syllable modification
'strategy in IL speech. (loup and Weinberger 1937:230)

Sato interprets her findings to be counterevidence to
Tarone's 'universal preference for CV syllable' and to Oiler's
hypothesised prevalence f epenthesis as a syllable modification
strategy in IL speech, also reported by Tarone (loop and
Weinberger 1187). Sato aligns herself win tarone's finding that
'first language emerged as the dominant process' but opposes
Tarone's hypothesised syllable structure preference. These two
experiments, which produced conflicting findings, nay be outlined
as follows:
-

Tarone:
Sato:

Li

-

Closed
Closed

IL
Open'
Closed

TL
Closed
Closed

Claim
Open Preference
Closed Preference
.

I intuitively agree with both Sate and Tarone that Ll
transfer mast be a major force shaping IL phonological structure,
and with Tarone that there may Waage inherent 'open syllable
I would like to continue to esamine, however, a few
preference.'
assumptions and procedures underliing the interpretations and
claims made by these two studies. The remainder of the discussion
of Sato is divided into the three ports: (1) the interpretation
of the structure of Li, (2) the interpretation of the structure of
L2, and (3) the interpretation of the structure of !L.
.

Sato's Interpretation of the structure o. Li: in the
beginning of her article, Sato describes the Vietnamese Li

3EST COPY MULE
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syllable structure type as 'difficult to determine and based on
'admittedly limited evidence, it can be tentatively proposed that
(loaf) and Weinberger
Vietnamese prefers the closed syllable'
however, this
198T:251-252). Near the end of the article,
interpretation of the Li Vietnamese syllable structure as closed
Is used to confirm a project hypothesis:
because of LI transfer (of
It was hypothesised that
closed syllables], Vietnamese English IL 'meld show a
preference tor closed rather than open syllables in
the modification of English syllable-final-(M)
consonant clusters (Ms). This hypothesis was
(loop and Weinberger 1081:210)
confirmed.
In fact, the status of Vietnamese as a closed syllable
language is questionable. Seth Thompson (1913) and Lies (ISTO)
indicate that Vietnamese syllable structure is best described as
CV and open and not CVC and closed. One might argue that it
Vietnamese are capable of producing (C)V(C) syllables then the
percentages of closed and open syllables are insignificant. The
percentages here are significant, however, in that they correspond
only eight
to a significant fact about Vietnamese coda structure:
f+cons] singletons and no clusters are permitted -- as.opposed to
more than 20 singletons and more than 00 two-segment and
three-segment (+cons] clusters permitted as English codas.

On the basis of 'admittedly little evidence' that Vietnamese
is a closed syllable language, Sato concluded the following:

Analysis revealed, for both learners, that
modification of syllables containing CCI more
frequently yielded closed rather than open syllables.
Specifically, it was shown that cluster reduction by
one segment was favored over other processes: cluster
deletion, vowel epeothesis, aed feature change. These
results cannot, therefore be viewed as support for the
alternative hypothesis, of a universal preference for
the open syllable. (1907:20)
Even if one accepts Stto's.interpretation of the Li
Vietnamese syllable structure as closed, it is cot clear why the
reduction of a two-segment Th final cluster to a one-segment IL
final consonant is evidence against an open syllable preference.
One may just as reasonably argue that the cluster which has been
reduced from two segments to one segment has been 'half-opened,'
and manifests an open syllable preference.

Sato's interpretation of the structure of the L2: Sato
final
speaks of cluster reduction, especially with regard to
is a
clusters, but makes no reference to Hip tact that reduction

f;
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common behavior in all dialects of English, including Vernacular
Black American English (VBE) which would be spoken among persons
'enrolled in a local public school in a predominantly black
community outside Philadelphia' (Ioup and Weinberger 1987:252)
where Sato conducted her research.
Some types of cluster reduction are part of the target
language, whatever dialect is assumed to be the target dialect.
In a project involving 40 subjects, Riney (1987) presents evidence
that the English of Vietnamese is distinguished not by having
reduced clusters -- but by having certain types of reduced
clusters that the in English does mot have. Riney also points out
that the Vietnamese subjects whose Rmglitsh Is most target-like are
not those who have all It clusters (and other features) complete
and intact, but those who reduce their clusters (and modify other
features) la ways that most closely characterize the redactions
and modifications of native TL English speakers.
Sato's interpretation of the structure of the IL: Riney
(1987) also reports that final epenthesis (or 'epithesis') is
insignificant among subJects 10 to 12 years old, but that ft is
widespread among adults who arrived in the 1.2 environment atter
the hypothesfzed critical age period of age 12. This potential
tor IL variation due to age of arrival in the 1.2 environment may
have been overlooked by Sato when she reported that a 'third maJor
result' of her study was 'the disconfirmation of the hypothesized
primacy of vowel epenthesis as a syllable modification process in
all ILs' and that 'the virtual absence of epenthesis in the
Vietnamese English IL data examined here suggests that this
phonological process is strongly influenced by constraints in the
first language' (loup and Weinberger 1987:259).
In her tabulation of the IL structures, Sato reports that
she used four categories for analysis: (1) complete absence of
cluster, (2) reduction of a cluster by one segment, (3) reduction
of a cluster through vowel epenthesis, and (4) a feature change in
one or more members of the cluster. As did Varese, Sato
approached her data primarily In terms of 'Cs' and 'Vs present or
absent and without regard to specific phoneme identity or phonetic
features. With regard to her coding of these categories, Sato
rcperted procedures that do Lot address the fact that deletion
pattern* may vary between monomorphemic and bimorphemic softiies,
and that unstressed suffixes are deleted more than stressed
syllables.
Furthermore, Sato does not address the fact that TL
forms are not invariably complete forms in native speaker English.
For example, Sato's data includes (And] for the target of 'used'
den4te the tact that the final /d/ is commonly devolced or
deleted (e.g., in 'used to' as [yustuj, and in 'used car' as
[yustar]).
It has been widely documented that many TL cluster
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modifications and reductions are normal among native speakers

(e.g., see Wolfram and Resold MM.
Conclusion:
I do not know to what extent the two studies
method above may be said to be representative of current
research in IL phonology, but their appearance in leup and
Weinberger (1987) suggests to me that they must be ceesidered by
some to be state of the art. Assailing that they are at least
representative of the field, I think that the field should be
considered in light of the statement reported above by editors
loop and Weinberger that 'what remminivto be made precise.in IL
phonological research is exactly which developeental processes
occur In L2 phonology' (1987:x111). It appears to me that 'what
remains to me made precise' is the IL phonological research
itself.

In this paper I have attempted to demonstrate that the
opposing claims made by Tarone and Sato about IL processes are of
little consequence because they have been made on the basis of too
little consideration for the phonetic structures of the languages
(Li, IL, and TL) involved. Both researchers described target
consonant segments in a manner that ignored phonemic and phonetic
detail, and with coding schemes that do not permit others to
retrieve the phonetic detail and reexamine the data from a more
precise point of view. I would like to discourage future studies
from the practice of approaching IL phonology on the basis of
contrasting Ll and L2 canonical forms -- and ignorlog phoneme
identity, phonetic features, Lnd feature distribution and sequence
constraints. Furthermore, future IL studies may want to place
less emphasis on attempting to verify SLA processes and
constraints, and sore emphasis on reexamining, identifying and
describing the LI, IL, and TL structures that previous researchers
have assumed to be implicated in those processes and constraints.
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